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We develop a general theoretical framework of integrated paired photon-plasmon generation through
spontaneous wave mixing in nonlinear plasmonic and metamaterial nanostructures, rigorously accounting
for material dispersion and losses in the quantum regime through the electromagnetic Green function. We
identify photon-plasmon correlations in layered metal-dielectric structures with 70% internal heralding
quantum efficiency and reveal a novel mechanism of broadband generation enhancement due to topological
transition in hyperbolic metamaterials.
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Recent pioneering experiments demonstrated the quan-
tum interference between individual photons in nanoscale
plasmonic waveguides [1], operating up to the room
temperature [2,3]. However, the photon generation relied
on spontaneous wave mixing in external bulk nonlinear
crystals. Further efforts are focused on the incorporation
of photon sources in plasmonic and metamaterial struc-
tures, which on the one hand can lead to the realization of
fully integrated quantum devices and on the other hand can
open new opportunities for manipulating the quantum
features of emitted photons, for example, through hyper-
bolic dispersion [4,5].
The integrated photon-plasmon generation has been so

far reported from quantum dot [6] and quantum well [7]
structures suffering from inhomogeneous broadening and
dephasing. A promising alternative approach to achieve
coherent photon generation at room temperatures is to
employ spontaneous nonlinear wave mixing processes,
which are successfully used in conventional dielectric
waveguide circuits [8–10]. This route is feasible since
plasmonic structures and metamaterials can enhance and
precisely tailor nonlinear wave mixing [11–14].
To fully unlock the potential of the nanoscale plasmonic

and metamaterial circuitry for integrated quantum state
generation through spontaneous wave mixing, it is neces-
sary to accurately model quantum nonlinear interactions in
metal-dielectric structures, providing the fundamentals for
structure design and simulation of experimental perfor-
mance. However, the majority of theoretical techniques
have been developed for conventional waveguide structures
under the conditions of lossless [15] and nondispersive
elements or including just a few optical modes [16–23].
Such methods are not suitable for plasmonic circuits, where
frequency dispersion and metal losses are significant, and
multiple spatial modes should be taken into account to
describe photon emission [4,5].

In this Letter, we present a rigorous approach describing
entangled photon-plasmon state generation through spon-
taneous wave mixing in metal-dielectric nanostructures of
arbitrarily complex geometry. We derive ready-to-use
explicit formulas for the experimentally measurable photon
counts and quantum correlations. They are expressed
through the classical electromagnetic Green function
satisfying Maxwell’s equations and fully incorporating
material absorption and dispersion characteristics. We first
demonstrate an application of our approach to a bilayer
metal-dielectric structure and predict photon-plasmon gen-
eration with ≳70% internal heralding efficiency. Then, we
analyze a multilayer metal-dielectric hyperbolic metama-
terial [4,5], where we reveal a new type of photon-pair
generation enhancement due to the broadband phase
matching at the topological transition.
We consider the generation of a pair of signal and idler

photons from a pump wave through spontaneous nonlinear
wave mixing inside metal-dielectric structures, as sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The three relevant proc-
esses are the generation of the photon pairs, their (linear)
propagation and possible absorption in the structure, and
their detection. Importantly, spontaneous nonlinear wave
mixing realizes a spatially extended coherent source of

FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the photon-pair generation from a
nonlinear metamaterial. (b) Diagrammatic representation of the
two-photon interference according to Eq. (1).
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photon pairs, whose interference can lead to strong quan-
tum entanglement even in the presence of losses [19–21].
This is an important benefit compared to sets of quantum
dots [6,7] suffering from dephasing. We consider the weak
pumping regime, neglecting the generation of multiple
photon pairs. Then, in the presence of linear losses, the
output quantum state will be composed of pure photon pairs
and single photons in a mixed state [19–21].
The photon-pair generation is described by the

Hamiltonian [16] HNL ¼ 1=2
R
dω1dω2ð2πÞ−2d3rE†

α×
ðω1; rÞE†

βðω2; rÞΓαβðrÞ þ H:c:, where E is the electric field
operator, α; β ¼ x; y; z, and Γαβ is the generation matrix.
We consider two possibilities [24], spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) due to χð2Þ nonlinear susceptibil-
ity and spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) governed
by χð3Þ nonlinearity, when

ΓαβðrÞ ¼
(
χð2Þαβγðr;ω1;ω2;ωpÞEp;γðrÞe−iωpt

χð3Þαβγδðr;ω1;ω2;ωp;ωpÞEp;γðrÞEp;δðrÞe−2iωpt:

Ep is the classical pump at frequency ωp, γ; δ ¼ x, y, z.
The linear propagation of the generated photons is

governed by the Hamiltonian Hlin¼
R
d3r

R
∞
0 dωℏωf † · f ,

where fαðr;ωÞ are the canonical bosonic source operators
for the quantum electric field [25]: EðrÞ¼R∞

0 dωð2πÞ−1×
Eðr;ωÞþH:c:, ÊðωÞ¼i

ffiffiffi
ℏ

p R
d3r0Gαβðr;r0;ωÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Imεðω;r0Þp

×
fβðr0;ωÞ. Here, G is the classical electromagnetic Green
tensor

�
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c
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�
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�
ω

c

�
2

1̂δðr − r0Þ:

The advantage of the local source quantization scheme [25]
is the possibility to explicitly account for arbitrary strong
Ohmic losses and mode dispersion, encoded in the Green
function. This method was previously applied [26] to
describe the spontaneous two-photon emission [27] from
a single atom. However, the current problem is quite
distinct from spontaneous two-photon emission because
nonlinear spontaneous wave mixing acts as a coherent
spatially extended source.
We explicitly introduce the sensors that detect the

quantum electromagnetic field [28] to find the experimen-
tally measurable quantities. The sensors are modeled as
signal (s) and idler (i) two-level systems with the
Hamiltonians Hi;s ¼ ℏωi;sa

†
i;sai;s − d̂i;s · Eðri;sÞ, with the

resonant energies ℏωs and ℏωi, respectively. Here, a
†
s;i are

the corresponding exciton creation and d̂i;s ¼ ad�i;s þ a†d�i;s
are the dipole momentum operators.
The detected two-quantum state is jΨi ¼ a†i a

†
s j0i, with

both detectors excited by the photon pair. Formally,
the process of photon-pair generation, propagation, and

detection can be described by the scattering matrix element
Sis ¼ hΨjUj0i, where U is the evolution operator [29]. We
develop a direct perturbation technique [30] and obtain
Sis ¼ −2πiδðℏωi þ ℏωs − NℏωpumpÞTis, where N ¼ 1ð2Þ
for SPDC (SFWM). By construction, the two-photon
transition amplitude Tis has the meaning of the complex
wave function fully defining the pure two-photon state:

Tisðri;ωi; di; rs;ωs; dsÞ
¼

X

αβ;σi;σs

d�i;σid
�
s;σs

×
Z

d3r0Gσiαðri; r0;ωiÞGσsβðrs; r0;ωsÞΓαβðr0Þ: ð1Þ

This is the central result of our study. The form of Eq. (1)
clearly represents the interference between the spatially
entangled photons generated in the different points of space
r0 [41], as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
The coincidence rate, which defines simultaneous detec-

tion of two photons at different positions in space, is found
as Wis ¼ ð2π=ℏÞδðℏωi þ ℏωs − NℏωpÞjTisj2. The single-
photon states can be measured by the total count rate of one
detector, and for signal photons we obtain [30] WsðrsÞ ¼
ð2=ℏÞ∬ d3r00d3r000

P
σs;σs0

ds;σsd
�
s;σs0 ImGββ0 ðr00; r000; ωp − ωsÞ

Γαβðr00Þ Γ�
α0β0 ðr000Þ Gσs;αðrs; r00;ωsÞ G�

σs0 ;α
0 ðrs; r000;ωsÞ. We

have verified that our general expressions exactly repro-
duce the previous results for the waveguides with weak
losses [19,20]; see Sec. IV D of the Supplemental
Material [30].
We now apply the general theory to layered metal-

dielectric plasmonic structures. First, we analyze the
degenerate spontaneous four-wave mixing for the metallic
layer of the thickness dsilver ¼ 20 nm on top of the non-
linear dielectric; see Figs. 2(a)–2(c). Because of the trans-
lational symmetry, the total in-plane momentum k of the
photons and plasmons is conserved; i.e., ki;α þ ks;α ¼ 2kp;α
for α ¼ x, y. The most interesting situation is realized for
oblique pump incidence, giving rise to four different
regimes when (a) both signal and idler, (b) only idler,
(c) neither signal nor idler, and (d) only signal in-plane
wave vectors lie outside the corresponding light cone
boundaries ωi;s=c. The first three situations are schemati-
cally shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). Two-photon generation
occurs in case (c), while (b) and (d) correspond to plasmon
generation heralded by the far-field photon.
We perform numerical simulations considering isotropic

dielectric with electronic χð3Þ nonlinearity tensor as [24]
χαβγδ ¼ χ0ðδαβδγδ þ δαδδβδ þ δαγδβδÞ. We plot in Fig. 2(d)
the Fourier transform of the two-photon detection amplitude
jTisðks; zi; zsÞj2 for zi ¼ zs ¼ 100 nm above the structure,
defined as TðkiÞ ¼

R
dxdy expð−ikxx − ikyyÞTðx; yÞ,

which characterizes the signal-idler generation efficiency
in all different regimes. The relevant Fourier transforms of
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the Green functions were evaluated analytically following
Ref. [31]; the details are given in Ref. [30]. Silver permittivity
has been taken from Ref. [40] and includes the losses and
dispersion. The overall map of the correlations resembles that
for the generation of the polarization-entangled photons from
a bulk nonlinear uniaxial crystal [42]: it shows strong
maxima at the intersections of the signal and idler light
cone boundaries. However, contrary to the bulk, the calcu-
lated map reflects the two-quantum correlations of both
photons and plasmons. In region (c), the shown signal can be
directly measured from the far-field photon-photon correla-
tions. For the chosen 30° pump incidence angle, the bright
spot in region (b) of Fig. 2(d) corresponds to the signal
photons emitted in the normal direction. The near-field signal
in regions (a), (b), and (d) can be recovered by using the
grating to outcouple the plasmons to the far field [43] or with
the near-field scanning optical microscopy setup [44]. The

optimization of the measurement scheme for the specific
sample can be handled by the presented general formalism,
but it is out of the scope of the current study.
The bright spot in the map in Fig. 2(d) for ks;x − kp;x ≈

10 μm−1 reveals the resonantly enhanced plasmonic emis-
sion heralded by the normally propagating idler photons.
The heralding efficiency can be estimated from the
comparison of the signal-photon counts Ws and the two-
photon counts Wis ∝ jTisj2. The details are given in the
Supplemental Material [30], and the result reads

QE ¼
X

zi¼−L;L

X

di¼x̂;ŷ;ẑ

c cos θi
2πℏωi

jTisðks; zs; zi; diÞj2
WsðksÞ

; ð2Þ

where cos θi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ðcki=ωiÞ2

p
. The summation over zi in

Eq. (2) accounts for the total idler-photon flux through the
surfaces zi ¼ �L above and below the nonlinear structure.
The calculated values of the signal heralding, shown in
Fig. 2(e), are remarkably high. They reach almost 100% in
the case when both signal and idler photons are in the far
field; see the bright spot at ks;x − kp;x ≈ −5 μm−1. In the
case of signal plasmons, the heralding efficiency is uniform
and about 70%. We note that the results in Fig. 2(e)
correspond to the internal heralding efficiency, calculated
for the plane pump wave. The external quantum heralding
efficiency has to account also for the plasmonic losses due
to the propagation from the pump spot to the near-field
detector, which can be optimized in the actual experimen-
tal setup.
Next, we turn to the multilayered metal-dielectric hyper-

bolic metamaterial [4,5]. This is a strongly anisotropic
artificial uniaxial medium, where the effective dielectric
constants εxx ¼ εyy and εzz can be of opposite signs,
rendering the hyperbolic dispersion law k2x=εzz þ k2z=εxx ¼
ðω=cÞ2 for the TM polarized waves. In actual calculation,
we use the full Green function of the multilayered structure
instead of the effective medium approximation [30]. We
focus on the nondegenerate SFWM. Enhanced nonlinear
processes such as Compton scattering [45] and second
harmonic generation [13,14] have been recently predicted
in the hyperbolic regime. The photon-pair generation
problem is quite different and remains open.
We consider the pump normally incident upon the

metamaterial; see Fig. 3(a). Generally, the enhanced local
density of states in the hyperbolic metamaterials cannot be
harnessed without the special outcoupling of the near
field [46]. Here, we avoid this obstacle by considering
the nondegenerate spontaneous four-wave mixing when
the signal is in the elliptic regime and the idler is in the
hyperbolic regime. This allows the signal photons to escape
the structure while simultaneously making use of the
enhanced density of states due to the hyperbolic plasmons
at the idler frequency.
We present in Fig. 3(b) the two-photon correlations

jTisðki; ksÞj2 in the reciprocal space in the xy plane

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Scheme of SFWM generation of a pair of
(a) entangled plasmons, (b) entangled photons, and (c) a photon
entangled with a plasmon in the gold or nonlinear dielectric
structure. (d) Color map of the two-photon detection probability
jTðki; ksÞj2 in the reciprocal space vs the in-plane wave
vector components (arbitrary units) in transverse magnetic (TM)
polarization (di;s ∝ k × k × ẑ) at zi ¼ zs ¼ 100 nm. The signal
(solid circle) and idler (dashed circle) light lines are plotted in
white. The letters a–d mark the near- and far-field signal and idler
generation regimes. (e) Efficiency of signal heralding by far-field
idler photons; see Eq. (2). For all plots ℏωi ≈ ℏωs ≈ ℏωp ≈ 3 eV,
εdiel ¼ 2, dsilver ¼ 20 nm, the pump is TM polarized,
kp;x ¼ 0.5ωp=c, and silver permittivity is from Ref. [40].
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calculated for both signal and idler at zi ¼ zs ¼
−100 nm. The structure parameters are similar to that of
Ref. [47]; see the caption of Fig. 3. The signal is
concentrated in the far-field region inside the light cone.
Figure 3(c) shows the side view of the function
ReTisðks;x; zÞ obtained for signal at zs ¼ −100 nm above
the structure vs the in-plane wave vector ks;x and idler
detection coordinate zs. We observe the spatial oscillations
of the pattern along the z propagation direction for the
hyperbolic idler plasmons within the metamaterial. In order
to get an insight of the plasmon propagation, we show in
Fig. 3(d) the Fourier transform jTisðks;x; ki;zÞj2 as function
of the idler-photon wave vector. The solid and dashed white
lines show the isofrequency contours at signal and idler
frequencies. The maximum of the two-photon response is
pinned to the area between the elliptic signal dispersion and
the hyperbolic idler dispersion.
To better understand the origin of the enhancement, we

analyze in Fig. 4(a) the phase matching conditions in
the hyperbolic metamaterial by plotting the map of the
momentum mismatch jReðki;z þ ks;z − 2kpump;zÞj vs the
signal energy and the in-plane wave vector. The map is
symmetric with respect to the pump energy ℏωp ¼ 3.6 eV
(white horizontal line), corresponding to degenerate
SFWM. The phase mismatch exhibits dramatic changes

when either signal or idler undergoes topological transition
[47] from the elliptic regime to the type-I hyperbolic one
(black lines). The intermediate area for 3.4 eV≲ ℏωs ≲
3.8 eV corresponds to the phase matching realized in the
broadband of in-plane wave vectors kx and frequencies.
The origin of the broadband phase matching is that the
curvatures of the isofrequency contours d2kz=dk2x are of
opposite signs at the different sides of the topological
transition where εzz changes sign. Hence, the major angle-
dependent contributions of signal and idler waves to the
phase mismatch cancel each other near the transition
frequency. Figure 4(d) shows the spectrum of the integrated
two-photon response [Fig. 3(c)] over the in-plane wave
vector as function of the signal-photon frequency.
We observe a broadband increase in the spectral range
3.4–3.8 eV when the phase matching is realized.
Finally, we note that our general result Eq. (1) reveals an

important quantum-classical correspondence for arbitrary
structures with quadratic nonlinearity between the photon-
pair generation through SPDC and sum-frequency gener-
ation with classical signal and idler waves, which propagate
in the opposite direction to the emulated signal and idler
photons. Namely, the far-field sum frequency signal
ENL;γðkNL;ωi þ ωsÞ is linked to the incident plane waves
Eseiksr−iωst, Eieikir−iωit as ENL;γ¼Es;αEi;βTðα;−ki;β;−ksÞ,
where Tðα;−ki; β;−ksÞ is the Fourier component of Eq. (1)
evaluated for di ¼ eα, ds ¼ eβ, and Ep ¼ eγe−ikNLr−iðωiþωsÞt.
The direction reversal was not considered previously, as
only homogeneous lossy waveguides were analyzed [21].

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of two-photon generation
from a nonlinear hyperbolic metamaterial. (b) Top view of
jTisðki; ksÞj2 for z¼−100 nm. (c) Side view of ReTisðks;x;ziÞ.
(d) Side view of jTisðks;x; ki;zÞj2. Calculated for TM
polarizations of signal and idler detectors, normal pump inci-
dence is polarized along x, ℏωs ¼ 3.46 eV, ℏωp ¼ 3.6 eV,
dsilver ¼ 12.5 nm, and ddiel ¼ 25 nm.
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FIG. 4. (a) Phase matching map vs the signal energy and
in-plane wave vector. The color corresponds to jReðks;zþ
ki;z − 2kpump;zÞðd1 þ d2Þj. Horizonal black lines show the boun-
daries between the spectral regions with topologically different
dispersion of signal and idler photons (shown in the insets).
(b) Photon-pair spectrum in the TM polarization for signal and
idler, integrated over the wave vectors inside the signal light cone,
calculated for ℏωpump ¼ 3.6 eV (indicated by a horizontal line)
and the same other parameters as in Fig. 3.
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Because of the Lorentz reciprocity, the correspondence can
be generalized to arbitrary reciprocal waves. This result will
be reported in detail separately.
In conclusion, we developed a general theory for the

generation of photon and plasmon quantum pairs through
spontaneous nonlinear wave mixing, applicable to any
structure geometry and accounting for material dispersion
and losses through the electromagnetic Green function. We
further predicted high internal heralding quantum effi-
ciency and revealed topologically enhanced phase match-
ing in layered metal-dielectric structures. This indicates the
experimental feasibility in the presence of metallic losses
and suggests even higher performance for all dielectric
nonlinear metamaterials and metasurfaces [48–50].
Moreover, our results can extend to other fields, including
spontaneous four-wave mixing in Bose-Einstein conden-
sates loaded in tailored potentials [51].
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